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Widespread land clearing and
agricultural production based on
shallow-rooted crops has resulted in
rising groundwater and the salinisation
of soils and water systems.
Shallow, saline groundwater has the
potential to continue to drive land
degradation in the Wheatbelt region
despite falling water tables in some
areas due to widespread, below average
rainfall over recent decades. The salinity
risk in the valley floors is particularly high
and only 8% of the entire south‑west
agricultural region is considered to
have a low salinity risk. Land clearance
continues to be the major driver of
secondary salinisation.
Data Source: Landgate, WA
View the NRM Dashboard online:
www.wheatbeltstrategy.com.au

Wheatbelt NRM
Noongar Boodjar
Ranger, David Slater,
views the new signage
with his grandson.

New Signage Highlights history
of Northam Reserve
Signs installed at the site of the Northam Aboriginal
Reserve in November this year hope to tell the
story of the culturally significant site, situated on
the banks of the Avon River. For the past two years,
Wheatbelt NRM has been coordinating a project,
cleaning up the area on Katrine Road. The work has
also focused on recording the history of the Reserve
from the Noongar people who lived there.
The occasion was acknowledged by the hosting of a
barbeque at the location for the Noongar community
to identify all the families who have lived on the
Reserve. It is estimated that at least 30 families
have travelled back to Northam to be involved in
the project. The work included removing weeds,
cleaning up rubbish and planting 300 native trees
on the Reserve, but more importantly, the project
brought people together who were born and lived
on the Reserve and let them tell their stories.
Ruth Hayden lived on the Reserve in the 1930s and
40s and had both good and bad memories. She
said that rocks on part of the Reserve served as
a birthing site and women would often meet their
midwife under a nearby fig tree.
The fig tree featured on the new signage installed
on the site. “I remember living in a tin house eating
djilgies and turtles from the river,” Ruth Hayden
recalled. “The good part was we all lived together on
the Reserve, which kept our families close.”

Dawn Ugle lived on the Reserve in the 1960s and
said that her mother was one of the last born at the
birthing site in 1938. “The way my mother used to
talk about the site inspired me to help tell this story,”
Dawn Ugle said. “She always wanted the site to be
remembered as an important part of our history.”
Yvonne Kickett grew up on the Reserve in the
1950s. She said it was important for the community
of Northam to realise the importance of the site,
and the signage would help do that. “The story of
the Reserve needs to be told, both the good and
the bad,” Yvonne Kickett said. “We used to run
and hide down by the river whenever the police
arrived, because we were scared and didn’t want to
be taken away. I remember my sister Teresa being
taken at 10 years of age by the police to a girls’
school in Perth.”
It is anticipated that Yvonne Kickett, Dawn Ugle
and Ruth Hayden will take part in the final official
unveiling of the signage at the Northam Reserve
early in 2018, along with other former residents.
More recently, Wheatbelt NRM’s Michelle Winmar
has been working with the wider Noongar
community to fit further signage and plan the
installation of a fig tree sculpture, which will include
all the Noongar family names that have lived on the
Reserve.
The project will acknowledge and strengthen the
cultural connection that the Noongar community has
with the area.
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Your Say:
The future
of NRM
in the
Wheatbelt

Wheatbelt NRM initiated a community
consultation campaign entitled: Your
Say: Shaping NRM in the Wheatbelt on
30 August 2017 with a wrap-up date
of 1 December 2017. The consultation
pre‑empted community input in project
planning for Phase 2 of the National
Landcare Program’s: Regional Lands
Partnership. We asked community
members to submit an idea, or vote on
others, to help prioritise how funding
should be spent on natural resources in the
Avon River Basin (Wheatbelt). Participants
were encouraged to have “Your Say” with
thought provoking questions such as:
•

Is there is something we need to add?

•

Does the whole approach need a
re‑think?

•

What have we learnt?

•

How would you create a vibrant
environment and livelihood in the Avon
River Basin?

Why

Engaged by age
cohort

4.5%
16 - 25 years

18.2%
41 - 60 years
50%
26 - 40 years
27.3%
60+ years
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Wheatbelt NRM believes the community
is best placed to inform management
of their natural resources. They are in
our bush, along our rivers, on our farms
and in our towns. In essence, our natural
resources are our water, soil, plants and
animals. Importantly, the people in our
community are a resource too – our
farmers, our landowners and our rural and
urban communities. Of particular focus
is how the management of these natural
resources affects the quality of life for both
present and future generations. Building
strong, vibrant and resilient communities is
one of the aims encompassed by Natural
Resource Management and recognises that
we need sustainable profitable farms for
these communities to continue, especially
in rural areas such as the Wheatbelt.

The audience listens to proposed
projects at Wheatbelt NRM’s 2017 AGM

By conducting a community consultation, our
organisation could then accurately document
what measures the community members think
will best determine the management of natural
resources over the next 5 years. Wheatbelt NRM
worked with community to develop a strategy for
our natural resources, and we have been working
with community in achieving that for over 20 years.
Our previous efforts have sought to address the
following issues:
•

biodiversity and vegetation decline

•

biosecurity and feral management

•

climate and weather concerns

•

environmental pollution and recycling

•

farm sustainability/production

•

soil resource health

•

water conservation and supply

•

waterways degradation and management

How
The survey took the shape of easy to complete
fliers that could be filled out in person at
community events such as Dowerin Field Days
and at Community Free Seedling events that were
conducted in numerous Wheatbelt towns, and via
submission on-line at https://oursay.org/wheatbelt/
shaping-nrm. A video message from our Chief
Executive Officer, Natarsha Woods, encouraging the
Wheatbelt audience to “Have Your Say”, was also
posted to our social media pages to reach all facets
of the community.
Wheatbelt NRM conducted Free Seedling Days
in nine Wheatbelt communities during August to
October, which were hugely successful. Along
with much conversation with members of the
Wheatbelt and greater community, staff offered
complimentary native seedlings as they surveyed
visitors. In particular towns such as York, we were
overwhelmed with the response by townsfolk and
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As of 10 November 2017, the
following levels of engagement
have been obtained:
527 Surveys have been
completed online and at Wheatbelt
NRM co-ordinated/attended
events, of which the majority
(87%) were at events (including
submission of
475 project ideas).
48 Booklets were completed
at the Wheatbelt NRM Annual
General Meeting.
25 ideas were submitted on the
www.oursay.org/wheatbelt forum.
44 votes were submitted on the
www.oursay.org/wheatbelt forum.
6 comments were submitted on
the www.oursay.org/wheatbelt
forum.
2,844 unique visitors viewed the
www.oursay.org/wheatbelt forum.
846 unique visitors clicked on a
project idea on the
www.oursay.org/wheatbelt forum.
12,028 people watched the
Your Say: Shaping NRM in the
Wheatbelt video.
6,600 people watched the 3 Year
Plan video during this campaign
(views in the 2 years prior were
only at 128).
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those in surrounding areas. Local community
members took advantage of the free seedlings (a
mix of ground covers, shrubs and trees) on offer
to add habitat to their gardens for wildlife and
in return, Wheatbelt NRM staff could assist with
questions about our organisation’s projects and
programs and have eager participants complete
the short “Your Say” survey.
As of the 12 November 2017, the following results
have been obtained:
Ranked #1 issue of concern for the Wheatbelt:
1.

Water Conservation and Supply
(127 submissions)

2. Waterways Degradation and Management
(85 submissions)
3. Soil Resource Health
(82 submissions)
4. Environmental Pollution and Recycling
(50 submissions)
5. Farm Sustainability/Production
(46 submissions)
6. Biosecurity and Feral Management
(40 submissions)
7. Biodiversity and Vegetation Decline
(30 submissions)
8. Climate and Weather Concerns
(29 submissions)
Over 5000 visits to our website were recorded,
and following a process, results and submitted
project ideas were collated and grouped
together, where appropriate, and turned into
16 viable projects. These groupings were
then summarised and presented in booklet
form at the Wheatbelt NRM Annual General
Meeting(AGM) Community Consultation Session
in October, where participants were encouraged
to vote on these collated projects. In order to
generate further interest and discussion, an onstage “Shark Tank” method was employed by
staff, who volunteered their talents to present the
projects to the audience. The projects were:
•

Revegetation

•

Avon Waterways

•

Citizen Science mapping of the Wheatbelt
Woodlands

•

Farm trial and demonstrations projects
to support knowledge of soils health
management

•

Regenerative farming network

•

Aboriginal people doing work on country

•

Roadside vegetation management

•

Biodiversity supporting farming outcomes

•

Optimising mixed farming systems

•

Landcare in towns

•

Delivering on the threatened species strategy

•

Building the resilience of our bushland

•

Red Card feral pest management program

•

Building the volunteer base

•

Optimising chemical use on farm

•

Sharing culture

Beth Boase casts her vote for a
priority project

AGM Booklet results:
1st

(highest votes): Threatened Species 		
Strategy and Soil Health Management

2nd

(highest votes): Road Side Vegetation 			
Management

3rd

(highest votes): Revegetation

Least votes: Building the Volunteer Base
1st

(‘this is important’): Biodiversity 			
supporting Farming Outcomes

2nd

(‘this is important’): Threatened Species 		
Strategy and #13 Red Card Feral Pest 		
Management

3rd

(‘this is important’): Revegetation and #2 		
Avon Waterways

Least importance: Optimising Chemical
		
Use on Farm
1st

(‘I can help’): Revegetation

2nd

(‘I can help’): Road Side Vegetation 			
Management

3rd

(‘I can help’): Avon Waterways and
#8 Biodiversity supporting Farming
Outcomes

Least ability to help: Landcare in towns

Roadside Vegetation Management generated some
interesting discussion. The aim of this project is
to work with local governments to improve the
environment outcomes of roadside vegetation
management, including community led management
and improved communication. That means talking

The AGM audience votes for the top 3 projects
that they consider are priorities for the Wheatbelt

to our Shires and getting them involved, and
enlisting and encouraging the community, volunteer
groups and our rangers in the region to improve
and maintain the roadside verges in their patch. We
can also assist our landholders to access funding
opportunities to revegetate the roadside borders of
their land.
Throughout the course of the “Your Say” survey,
much has been discovered about the Wheatbelt
community’s top environmental priorities. This
valuable information, sourced entirely from our
community engagement events and activities,
will now be utilised to secure funding from the
Australian Government for future projects in the
region. Additionally, all organisations that ticked the
“I can help” will be contacted and invited to partner
on NLP2 (where appropriate), and project design will
take into consideration the comments supplied.
Results will be available to view on the Wheatbelt
NRM website at https://oursay.org/wheatbelt/yoursay-project-voting-1.
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2018 Talkin’ Soil Health
Conferences
Are you ready to get dirty? The Talkin’ Soil
Health Conference is returning in 2018, bigger
and better than before.
In 2018, there will be two conferences held
in different locations to give growers better
access to the latest soil health information. The
conferences are scheduled for 13-14 March in
Dalwallinu and 15-16 March in Katanning.
Natural Resource Management groups from
across regional WA have joined forces to
deliver these two conferences as a way for
researchers, growers and the agricultural
industry to come together and exchange
information on soils and practices that can help
improve the soil health.
The keynote speaker attending both
conferences will be Nicole Masters, presenting
“Tackling the big issues from the soil up”. Nicole
is the director of Integrity Soils and has been
involved in the biological agriculture industry
leading workshops, facilitation, professional
speaking engagements and consultations.

Nicole is passionate about putting control back
into farmers’ hands in regards to nutrients and
soil, crop and animal management, and works
with natural systems to improve nutrient cycling
and reduce inputs.
Pip Courtney of Landline fame will MC both
conferences and share her personal journey
at the conference dinners. At school, Pip
tossed up between two careers - wool
classing and journalism. With assorted aunts,
uncles, grandparents and cousins on the land,
her interest in agriculture led her to study
Agricultural Science. However, when it came to
deciding on her career, journalism won out.
Pip has been with Landline since 1993. She has
won many journalism awards for her regional
interest and agricultural stories. In 2012 Pip
was appointed host of Landline and she will
continue reporting, with a particular focus on
Queensland and Tasmania.

w w w. s o i l h e a l t h . c o m . a u
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Search for Soil
Champions
The search is on to find the
State’s newest Soil Health
Champions
Dowerin farmer Gavin Hagboom was awarded the
title in 2013 for the Wheatbelt region.
He is encouraging others to nominate, or nominate
someone they know who is managing healthy and
profitable soils on their property.
“Any farmers doing something outside the square
when it comes to improving their soils should
consider taking part,” Gavin Hagboom said.
“Interest in soil health has gained momentum in
the past five years.
There are now many advocates for improving the
productivity of our soils by not just pumping them
with fertiliser.”
The Hagboom family was recognised for improving
their sand plain soils using microbiology plus
humates to promote beneficial soil biology.
“For me, it’s opened up a great support network
and access to researchers and other farmers who
have a similar purpose,” said Gavin Hagboom.
Landowners from each of the State’s six natural
resource management regions will be eligible.
Other winners have included farmers trialling
biochar in broadacre cropping, improving nutrient
use and organic fertilisers.
The search for the next group of Soil Health
Champions happens in the lead up to the 2018
Talkin’ Soil Health conferences, where each winner
will receive an all-expenses paid trip to their
region’s conference.
Nomination forms can be found online at www.
soilhealth.com.au
The event has been funded through the Australian
Government’s National Landcare Program.
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Mortlock
Connections
The Mortlock River’s east and south
branches wind their way through the
ancient landscapes of the Wheatbelt
until they join the Avon River in
Northam. Large salt lake chains form
much of the drainage to the north,
dominated by the Cowcowing Lake
system south-west of Koorda.
Most of the Mortlock River east and south
catchments are found in the Central Wheatbelt
sub-region.
The Regional Natural Resource Management
Strategy for the Avon River Basin paints a bleak
picture of the area, showing that roughly 94%
of the catchment has been cleared and 94% of
remnant vegetation patches are smaller than
the recommended minimum patch size of 10
hectares. The subregion also faces the highest
salinity rates of the Avon River Basin. Although
a significant proportion of the region’s salinity
has built up naturally over millions of years,
salinity levels have risen considerably over the
past 100 years due to vegetation clearing and
the resulting hydrological changes. Secondary
salinity not only affects the viability of farming
land, it also irreversibly changes the important
primary salinity and waterway habitat once
found throughout the region.
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Jemma Donegan is one of a group of passionate, hard
working landholders trying to re-build and preserve bush land
in the WA Wheatbelt. Living in the Mortlock catchment, the
Goomalling farmer has helped elevate the region to the most
proactive when it comes to feral animal control, planting trees
and preserving remnant vegetation.
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The outcome of all of this
hard work, was that we well
and truly over-delivered on
each of our goals

Wheatbelt NRM has run an annual Bushcare
Grant round for the past four years, which
is open to all landholders in the Avon River
Basin to apply for funding to manage bushland
and revegetate on their properties. For some
reason, we received a relatively low number of
applications from within the Mortlock east and
south catchments.

to start planning our doorknocking efforts.
We identified the location of houses on each
property and planned the routes we would drive
between houses.

With simple survey forms and an introductory
letter in hand, Healthy Environments’ staff
visited each of the houses to seek the interest
of landholders to participate in the project.
In the early days of this project, it looked like we Staff knocked on well over 400 doors (not to
mention the countless abandoned houses and
really might not achieve our goals of:
• 1,200 hectares of reduced grazing pressure the odd shed misidentified as a house on the
satellite imagery) and had 190 conversations
• 450 hectares of revegetation
with landholders who were home. For those
who weren’t at home, we left information packs
• 10,000 hectares of feral animal control
in the hope we might get some phone calls from
• 70 people participating in on-ground works
those interested. We even did what we could to
identify absentee landholders’ postal addresses
A unique engagement plan was required to
to post information packs to landholders. By
ensure we were able to engage the landholders far the greatest success we had in engaging
of the region and meet these objectives.
landholders was when we managed to have
face-to-face discussions.
Using satellite imagery and overlayed data,
showing the extent of remnant vegetation and
Our initial conversations with landholders
threatened species in the region, we were able involved no expectations or judgements. We
to identify the best areas to target and achieve
did not force opinions on landholders who
a significant level of landscape connectivity.
were not interested – we wanted landholders
These areas were then linked with a cadastral
to feel comfortable enough to contact us if they
layer from the Department of Primary Industries decided to undertake a project in the future.
and Regional Development to identify which
Of the 400 doors we knocked on, we had
properties to target to achieve our goals. Once
87 landholders interested enough to ask us to
the properties were identified, we were ready
undertake a site assessment on their property.
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Bushland, home to the
endangered Malleefowl,
was fenced to protect
them from the impacts of
grazing by stock

Community planting day in
the Mortlock catchment

13kg cat caught in the
Mortlock catchment
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On top of these 87 landholders, 7 landholders applied to engage with us through our traditional
Bushcare Grant funding round. Through this process, we sent out a total of 94 project proposals
and finally contracted 53 landholders to deliver 57 projects.
87% of the Mortlock Connections landholders who were contracted did so as a direct result of the
doorknocking process and recommendations from friends, with the remainder coming in through
our traditional grant process. Of all contracted landholders, 83% hadn’t previously worked with the
Healthy Environments team.
These processes resulted in the Mortlock east and south catchments having a very high
rate of participation in our projects (see map two), after initially having a relatively low rate of
engagement (see map one).

Map One: Density of landholder engagement purely through our traditional grant round
process

Map Two: Density of landholder engagement through our traditional grant rounds and
the targeted Mortlock engagement
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Identifying regions of
significant remnant vegetation
across the Mortlock east and
south catchments

The outcome of all of this hard work, was that we well and truly over-delivered on each of
our goals, finally achieving:
•

2,278 hectares of reduced grazing pressure

•

660 hectares of revegetation

•

36,412 hectares of landscape scale feral animal control

•

107 people participating in on-ground activities

Not only did this engagement method allow us to over-deliver on each of our goals,
we were also able to engage with community members that we usually did not hear
from. Through this exercise, we learnt about their NRM concerns and perspectives, their
perceptions of NRM and our organisation, why some landholders don’t engage and about
some of the broad regional issues that landholders are noticing in the Mortlock.
Of particular note, one of the questions mostly asked by individual landholders was about
why their mature Eucalypts are dying in patches across their properties. As a result, we
researched the ecological process occurring and were able to provide landholders with
answers around why this is likely to be happening in the region.
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October saw more than 70 volunteers, ecologists
and scientists attend the 24 hour BioBlitz near
York. The weekend involved an intensive search
to find as many species of plants and animals as
possible. The results are still coming in, but to date
we have reached over 475 species.
The rapid 24 hour species hunt covered three high
quality patches of bushland 10 km west of the town.
These contained eight different habitat types, ranging
from young and old growth Powderbark Wandoo and
Marri forests, to diverse heathlands surrounding the
granite outcrops.
Wheatbelt NRM organised the event, which
uncovered Barking Geckos, Wishbone Trapdoor
Spiders, Sand Scorpions and 24 species of orchid. It
was an amazing effort from everyone involved and
there were some other interesting discoveries made.
One of these was the Red-stemmed Trigger Plant or
Stylidium, which Wheatbelt NRM staff member, Leigh
Whisson, is awaiting official identification on, along
with three other species, which are classified under
the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and
Attractions as priority flora.
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Ctenophorus ornatus Ornate Dragon
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The Bioblitz volunteers found
a very healthy ecosystem with
little disturbance or weeds at
the three reserves, including
the Oswald Sergeant Reserve.
It was noted that behind the
York Golf Club there was little
weed invasion, except around
the reserve edge closest to
the surrounding farmland
and there were a few piles
of rubbish found in the bush.
There was also a high diversity
within the mammal population,
including Brushtail Possums,
Echidnas, Black-gloved
Wallabies, Western Pygmy
Possums and a possible Red
tailed Phascogale scat and
50 plus bird species, including
an uncommon sighting of a
Black Kite.
The team also made use
of pole-top, log and spider
burrow cameras to access
nests, tree hollows, logs and
spider burrows, and continued
searching late into the night.
Additional motion sensing
cameras were installed in
strategic locations for six
weeks prior to and after the
event, to capture species not
seen during the weekend. The
group were also lucky to have
amateur astronomer, Dr. Alan
Needham, showing people the
highlights of the night sky.
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Events such as these allow
the scientific and general
community the chance to work
together, improving outcomes
for the management of private
and public bush land, interact
on both a fun and informal
basis, as well as provide a
snapshot of the environment
to inform future management
actions.
The total count is still yet to
be finalised, but is currently
at 260 plants, 8 lichens, 16
fungi, 54 birds, 11 mammals
(5 introduced), 13 reptiles and
approximately 130 insects.
Wheatbelt NRM would
especially like to thank the
leaders for giving their time
and expertise and for the York
Golf Club for providing access
to their clubrooms for the
event.

Trachyglosus aculeatus Echidna

Eucalyptus accedens
Powder Bark Wandoo

The total count
is still yet to be
finalised, but is
currently at 260
plants, 8 lichens,
16 fungi, 54 birds,
11 mammals
(5 introduced),
13 reptiles and
approximately 130
insects.

Glischrocaryon aureum Common Popflower
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Spring sowing in
inland Wheatbelt areas
for animal and crop
production
20

Trial Rationale
Pingelly farmer, Kane Page was
approached by consultant, Jonathan
England from AgInnovate who knew
Kane was interested in growing a range
of summer livestock feed, including
sown pasture and grazing crops. “I was
summer cropping anyway, mainly using
sorghum which grows fast but has a
risk of toxicity to grazing livestock, and
millet which doesn’t grow that fast,”
said Kane.
Farmer Steve Smith of Cunderdin also
agreed to participate in the study to
provide a different environment and
rainfall zone for the project. “We’ve
had a bit of a look at summer crops
before, but it was the availability
of funds, expertise, support and
paddock space that enabled us to take
advantage of the opportunity in this
instance,” he said.
Many winter-type crops need exposure
to the cold before flowering, so they
can be planted in Spring, and not
flower or set grain until after the
following winter. Previous trials on
the east coast and the southwest of
WA have shown that sowing wintertype crop varieties in spring can
better utilise summer rain to provide
summer/autumn grazing for livestock
and harvestable grain in the following
Spring. The purpose of this trail was
to determine whether summer crops
would be suitable for drier, hotter
inland areas of the Wheatbelt.

Exclusion cage showing extent of grazing of Superdan
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Steps Taken
Trialled Crop Types
Crops planted as part of the trial include:
•

Global Sunn: a variety of summer growing
Sunn Hemp (Crotalaria juncea) or forage
legume selected for its nitrogen fixing
properties that may improve following crop
yields

•

Superdan 2: a late flowering sudangrass
(sudan x sudan hybrid) that produces more
leaf and less stem than other varieties,
making it well suited for sheep and cattle
grazing

•

Hyola 970 canola: one of the most popular
canola (Brassica) hybrid winter crops
adapted to the higher rainfall areas of
Western Australia

•

Tillage Radish: a spring variety of Brassica
with a long taproot that can be used
to prevent soil compaction and break
hardpans

•

Manning Wheat: a long season dual
purpose winter wheat variety with high
yielding potential usually sown in autumn
but not spring in WA

The Pingelly site was sown on 7 October 2016
into the residue of a harvested oat crop at the
following rates:
•

Superdan 2 (3, 6, 9 kg/ha)

•

Global Sunn (4, 6, 8 kg/ha)

•

Manning wheat 30 kg/ha

•

Mix of Superdan 2, Global Sunn, and Tillage
Radish sown around paddock margins,
except where the Manning wheat was sown

•

Fertiliser: 45 kg/ha Diammonium phosphate
(DAP)

At the time of sowing, the soil was moist close
to the surface, with hardpan located at 15 cm
within the profile.
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The Cunderdin site was sown on 15 December
2016 at the following rates:
•

Global Sunn 4 kg/ha, 6 kg/ha and 8kg/ha

•

Hyola 970 canola 2 kg/ha

•

Superdan 2 3 kg/ha, 6 kg/ha and 9kg/ha

•

Fertiliser: 6.5 kg/ha nitrogen, 8.5 kg/ha
phosphorous and 3 kg/ha of sulphur plus
trace elements.

Key Messages
• This project tested the
establishment and growth of
winter-type grain, tropical grass
and legume crop varieties over
summer on two sites in Pingelly
and Cunderdin.
• The results indicate that
grass-type forage crops are
more robust, more resistant to
insects and better at competing
with weeds than legumes and
brassicas over summer.
• Crop success is highly
dependent on retained soil
moisture and/or summer
rainfall.
• Sowing in spring into a
moist soil and/or before
rain is a priority to maximize
establishment.

Project Snapshot
Land Manager

Kane Page

Steve Smith

Property Name

Walwalling

Mayfield Downs

Location

Pingelly

Cunderdin

Property Size (ha)

1200 on home property plus other
blocks

1240

Trial area (ha)

42

5

Annual Rainfall (mm)

439

310

Enterprise Mix

Mixed crop and sheep

Mixed crop and sheep

Soil Constraints

Hardpan clay at a depth of 15 cm and
soil acidity

Sandy soils affecting moisture reten‑
tion

Soil/Vegetation

Medium loam to heavy red dolerite (no
salt areas) Jam and Sheoak, White Gum
and York Gum. Rises to 400 m above
sea level with granite outcrops.

Soils include: Sands, Gravels and
Sandy Loams
Vegetation: Pear Tree, Tamma and
Salmon Gum

Funders

Trails and Demonstration project funded with the assistance of the Australian
Government through the National Landcare Programme

Who was involved

Wheatbelt NRM, AgInnovate

Figure 1: Pingelly
crops on 11
January 2017
prior to first
grazing
(a. Global Sunn,
b. Tillage Radish,
c. Superdan 2,
d) Manning
Wheat)
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Results

Lessons Learnt

Pingelly

•

Fodder crops can be sown in early to
mid‑spring while soil moisture levels
are still adequate. At Pingelly, the
spring‑sown wheat survived throughout
summer, although heavy grazing
compromised its survival.

•

It is crucial that sowing occurs before
a spring or summer rainfall event to
maximize the chance of germination.
If sowing occurs after rain, moisture
will be lost and germination will be
compromised.

•

If fodder crops are sown in summer into
dry or drying soil profile as occurred at
Cunderdin, the establishment of plants is
variable to limited and volunteer species
are likely to outcompete the crop.

•

Spring sown crops provide superior feed
value for targeted grazing compared to
no summer crop e.g. stubble. The key
benefits of spring crops is to feed weaned
lambs or increase conception rates in
maiden ewes at joining.

•

Neither trial site was able to demonstrate
the harvest potential of spring-sown dual
purpose winter crops (wheat and canola)
the following year, as they were too
heavily grazed for them to recover.

•

Global Sunn established that nodules in
a portion of plants sampled though the
nodules, did not persist through autumn.
Soil tests indicate that the nitrogen fixed
met the demand of Superdan 2 over
summer, but did not increase soil nitrogen
from initial samples taken before the trial.
The soil tests indicate that the Superdan
2 used considerable nitrogen, which is
understandable given the amount of
biomass produced.

•

Compared to grass-type forage crops,
both summer legumes and brassicas
appear less robust, have less capacity
to outcompete summer weeds and are
susceptible to insect attack, particularly
from Diamondback moths.

During establishment, there was very little
competition to the sown crops, as shown in
Figure 1 (page 33). However, at the low sowing
rates of Global Sunn, there was a substantial
area of bare ground. This made it reasonably
easy to take the individual plant biomasses,
plant densities, ground cover (percentage of
area established) and areas sown to calculate
total paddock biomass.
As soon as the February rain (141 mm) fell,
volunteer oats and clover germinated. This
increased the total biomass available for grazing
slightly above that provided by the summer
crops. Biomass taken before the first grazing at
the time of the February rains is summarised in
Table 1.
The first grazing of the entire 24 ha area
commenced on 21 February 2017 (137 days after
sowing) with 700 ewes for 5 days. The paddock
was then grazed a further three times for a total
of 54 days to give a total of 50,000 grazing
days as shown in Table 2 below. On entering
the trial area, the sheep selectively grazed the
Global Sunn first and then the Superdan 2. The
Manning Wheat did not survive the multiple
grazings over summer and the mixed crop was
targeted by insects.
Cunderdin
The Cunderdin site was grazed only 60 days
after sowing with 200 ewes for 14 days and
then another 300 ewes for 3 days, amounting to
a total of 3700 grazing days. The site was also
grazed from mid-March to mid-April, but due to
colonisation with competing volunteer species
it was impossible to calculate the contribution
to feed attributable to the summer crop. Areas
of crop were also poorly established across the
site. There was however, sufficient Superdan 2
to calculate biomass per hectare, the results of
which are shown in Table 3.
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Table 1: Pingelly biomass measurements

Species

Superdan 2

Seeding rate (kg/ha)

Manning Wheat

Global Sunn

Mix

3

6

9

30

6

8

8 - 10

4.6

6.9

6.1

24.0

2.9

3.4

2.0

1939

2875

10403

3192

2190

2568

3189

30

44

160

49

34

40

49

Area

1.2

5

1.2

0.5

5

12

3

% cover

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.5

0.3

0.3

0.2

Biomass/plot

465

2875

1248

798

3286

925

1914

(No. plants/m )
2

Biomass 11.01.2017
Total biomass (kg/ha)
Daily growth
Total paddock biomass

Total paddock biomass prior to first graze (kg)

11510

Note: 4 kg/ha of Global Sunn was not enough to provide sufficient plant numbers to calculate
biomass.

Table 2: Pingelly site grazing details

Date in:

21/02/2017

27/02/2017

11/04/2017

10/05/2017

Date out:

25/02/2017

13/03/2017

23/04/2017

26/05/2017

No. ewes:

700

500

500

500

DSE rating:

2 DSE/ewe

2 DSE/ewe

2 DSE/ewe

2 DSE/ewe

Dry Sheep Equivalent
(DSE):

7,000

14,000

13,000

16,000

Total ha:

24

24

24

24

DSE days/ha

292

583

540

666

54 days
50,000

2183 DSE
days/ha

Value of grazing @16c/
ha/day

$350/ha

Establishment cost:

$120/ha

Margin

$230/ha

Table 3: Cunderdin Superdan 2 biomass measurements

Seeding rate (kg/ha)

3

6

9

No. plants/m

4.5

6.4

9.4

Total biomass (kg/ha)

2097

2957

4366

2
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Looking Forward
Kane Page said that participating in the trial
increased his knowledge of grass and legume
crops and how they fit into his farming system.
“It has shown me that a summer grass like
Superdan 2 will grow considerably more
biomass and is much easier to manage than
a summer legume or brassica, due to its
resistance to insect attack. I had previously
considered the use of summer legumes,
but because of the expense of insecticides
required, I now prefer the grasses.”
In the future, Kane plans to sow a mix of
summer grasses over a greater area. The mix
of sorghum, millet and Superdan 2 will take
advantage of sorghum’s growth rate, Superdan
2’s higher feed quality and millet’s affordability.
After issues with canola germination in 2017’s
marginal moisture conditions, due to the
impact of volunteers on stored soil moisture,
Steve Smith said that he would use crops sown
around summer rainfall in future. “We would
not put summer crop into a paddock that was
going into crop because of the impact on stored
moisture in a dry start. We would probably use
a hard grazed pasture paddock, spray it out and
sow earlier to use existing moisture to get the
forage crop going.” In the future, Steve plans
to grow Superdan 2 because of its robustness
over a greater area and sow earlier in the
season.
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Participants discussing the value of summer cropping at
Kane Page’s February field walk
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Wheatbelt Champion

Talkin’
Soil
Health
Talkin’ Soil Health Conference
Help us find
the farmers
who are
managing
profitable and
healthy soils
Winners will be selected
from each participating
NRM Region and will
receive an all expenses
paid trip to their region’s
Talkin’ Soil Health
Conference*. A short film
featuring the winners
will also be shown at the
event.

Dob in your mate or
nominate yourself.
Nomination form at
www.soilhealth.com.au
Closes: 11 December 2017
* Northern Agricultural Catchments Council,
Southcoast NRM, South West Catchments Council,
Wheatbelt NRM
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